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awakening when he’s around. His quiet yet strong personality arouses
her unbearably. But will Helena allow herself to submit to her deepest,
most guarded bodily desires?
Whipped Aug 26 2019 Burke is the missing piece to Avery’s puzzle, but
is he as perfect as he seems? Avery Martin’s life screeched to a halt ten
years ago when a drunk driver killed her parents, and any hope she had
for a normal life disappeared. Now all she has to show for her life is a
dead-end job in an antiques store owned by Margot, Avery’s boss that
treats her like a slave. She has no idea who she is or what she wants, she
just knows something – or someone – is missing from her life. Burke
Stone instantly fell for Avery Martin when he first saw her at the
courtroom on the day of his stepbrother’s trial nine years ago. Even
through her grief, she was the most demure young lady he’d ever seen, a
perfect mix of sensuality and innocence. So when Burke walks into the
store where Avery works she has no idea who he is - all she knows is
she’s completely entranced by the mysterious stranger’s charm and
seductive good looks. But as the passion starts to intensify, Avery begins
to discover the man of her dreams is no stranger at all. Will Avery be
able to overcome the tragedy of her past to create a future with Burke?
Unleashed - Complete Series Jan 24 2022 Twelve years after graduation,
Violet is an assistant to a woman who steals her ideas and takes credit
for her work. She is living in a suburb of Phoenix, Arizona where
everything moves at a snail’s pace. And her serious man? He just
dumped her with no explanation. Frustrated and bitter, Violet is
surprised when she meets up with Mason Carver, an old high school
sweetheart. She is immediately impressed with his fully grown and
matured good looks. She is equally impressed knowing that he is a
successful writer who has had a string of bestselling adventure novels.
And is he married? No, he’s free. But, she doesn’t expect the
freewheeling, adventurer from college. And she’s not sure she can take
him any more seriously than she did then. Is she ready to date just to
have fun? Is the intense attraction and amazing sex enough to make a
commitment? Or is Mason just a bridge to the next man who is more in
line with her life plan?
Blind Man's Bluff Jun 28 2022 A blind detective rises to the occasion
following the suspicious death of a blind financier in this mystery by the
author of Odor of Violets. Following the loss of his sight in World War I,
ex–intelligence officer Capt. Duncan Maclain honed his other senses and
became one of the most successful and well-known private investigators
in New York City . . . The Miners Title and Trust is typically dead quiet,
having gone bankrupt. Then, late one evening, the bank’s blind
president, Blake Hadfield, plummets eight stories to his death in the
building’s lobby. The only witnesses are the security guard and Blake’s
estranged wife, who were both on the first floor. Blake’s son, Seth, is
found drunk and dazed on the eighth floor, making him the prime
suspect in what the police believe to be murder. That’s when Harold
Lawson and Sybella Ford call upon Captain Maclain for help. Maclain
doesn’t think the banker’s death was a suicide or an accident. He
believes someone else was in the building. Now, with the help of his two
German Shepherds, Maclain must begin investigating the complicated
life of the senior Hadfield. But if the sightless sleuth isn’t careful, he
could meet a similar end . . . Baynard Kendrick was the first American to
enlist in the Canadian Army during World War I. While in London, he met
a blind English soldier whose observational skills inspired the character
of Capt. Duncan Maclain. Kendrick was also a founding member of the
Mystery Writers of America and winner of the organization’s Grand
Master Award.
Rough - Complete Series Sep 19 2021 Here is the complete ‘Rough’
Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written
in her signature style of high passion and emotion. Meg Redwood has

A Mending at the Edge Oct 09 2020 "Of all the things I left in Willapa,
hope is what I missed the most." So begins this story of one woman's
restoration from personal grief to the meaning of community. Based on
the life of German-American Emma Wagner Giesy, the only woman sent
to the Oregon Territory in the 1850s to help found a communal society,
award-winning author Jane Kirkpatrick shows how landscape,
relationships, spirituality and artistry poignantly reflect a woman's desire
to weave a unique and meaningful legacy from the threads of an ordinary
life. While set in the historical past, it's a story for our own time
answering the question: Can threads of an isolated life weave a legacy of
purpose in community?
Perfect F*ck: Adult Romance Series Mar 14 2021 Following her
turbulent divorce from her celebrity-chef ex-husband, Hannah Newsome
is set on bringing about the change she knows her life needs. She’s a
professionally trained chef in her own right, but the years she spent
married have left her personal ambitions thrown to the wayside. When
an opportunity to cook for an on-location camp of mountain loggers
comes up, she can hardly find a reason not to take it. She knows that it
may be a little below her skillset, but she also knows that this might just
be the fresh start she’s been after. When she meets the owner, Lucas
Coleman, Hannah is instantly overcome by her attraction to the brawny
lumberjack. His arms bulge from his sleeves, and his generous and
charming personality immediately intrigues her. On the day she’s to
leave for the camp, she catches a ride with Lucas, using the opportunity
to get to know her new boss a little better. He proves to be even more
genuine and interesting than Hannah had initially expected. As Hannah’s
tenure on the mountain begins and her time spent alongside Lucas grows
more frequent, it quickly becomes clear that Hannah’s feelings for Lucas
aren’t one-sided. But will Hannah’s past keep her from embracing what’s
before her in Lucas? Will mountain life prove to be too much of a
challenge for her? And what will happen when an unexpected guest
arrives at the campsite demanding answers?
Yes, Master: Submission Collection Jan 30 2020 This is just what you
have been waiting for. Let this passionate erotic collection take control!
Lucia Jordan’s hand-picked tales of submission, told in her signature
style of high passion, emotion and great romance. This Collection
Contains: Beg For More Conquering him Perfect Submission Thrill
Destiny: A Mystery Romance - Complete Series Dec 31 2019 Will
Devlin’s brand of dominance prove to be too much for the buttoned-up
and proper Helena? And why are Helena and Devlin so sure this isn’t the
first time they’ve crossed paths? Helena Blake should be nothing but
thrilled. She’s traveling from snow-covered Boston to the sunny
Caribbean, where she’s set to be a bridesmaid in her best friend’s
wedding. Still, she can’t help feeling a bit depressed—and a little
embarrassed—that she’s attending the wedding alone, and certainly not
for lack of trying. Her parents have tried fixing her up with countless
men they thought were right for her, and the few relationships she’s had
in the past have all left her unsatisfied, though she doesn’t know why.
This all changes when she meets the dark and handsome best man.
Devlin Lance may come from the wrong part of Boston and seem a little
rough around the edges, but none of that kept him from attending
Harvard or succeeding in the business world. After meeting Helena
Blake, he’s left unsure as to why he’s so immediately and deeply
attracted to a high-society girl like her. It’s almost like they’ve met
before. Soon he realizes that Helena behaves like a natural submissive,
which only serves to bring out his aggressive and demanding dominant
side. Now, he’ll stop at nothing to see the beautiful blonde bridesmaid
submitting to him. While Devlin’s virile sexual charge is quite the
opposite of her coy reserve, Helena can’t help feeling a mysterious
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always been invisible. She’s known for being polite, shy and predictable,
and always doing what is expected of her. But all that changes on a
weekend trip to a mountain lodge when she pledges to break free from
the bonds of routine and find something exciting—something that is all
her own. But she’s not expecting to be swept off her feet, literally, by the
lodge’s seductively enticing owner—Adrian Wolfe. Adrian is everything
Meg is not. Blessed with success, charm and devilish good looks, he’s as
impulsive as he is fearless. Sick of always being well behaved and never
getting what she wants, Meg decides to give in to the temptations of her
desires…but is she prepared for everything that the dangerous Mr. Wolfe
has in store? Only mature readers should download this book.
Barely Breathing - Complete Series Feb 10 2021 Six months after
breaking up with her dead-end boyfriend, Jenna Clare is ready to date
again. After her best friend Emily suggests she figure out first what she
wants from a man, Jenna makes a wish list of all her secret, sexiest
fantasies involving one of her handsomest customers, investment banker
Eric Monroe. While he’s wealthy and successful, Eric’s ripped, muscular
body, stern blue eyes and quiet voice are what always make her insides
melt – not that he’d ever want someone as ordinary as her. Then she
loses her sexy wish list. Jenna then discovers that her favorite customer,
the sternly handsome banker Eric Monroe, has found it, and wants to
make them all come true – as long as she’s willing to submit to his
dominating desires.
Tangled - Complete Series Mar 26 2022 Cruz’s slow burning seduction
has Lauryn in uncharted territory, struggling to maintain control. As the
career driven Events Coordinator for The Firefighters’ Foundation,
Lauryn expects nothing less than perfection and professionalism. So
when she’s tasked with organizing their annual charity ball, she
meticulously plans every small detail to make sure it goes off without a
hitch. But what she doesn’t plan on is Cruz O’Neil. What starts as a
simple dance at the ball, soon leads Lauryn to an exploration of seduction
and sensuality with the rakishly handsome firefighter. But is she risking
it all for just one night of passion? Only mature readers should download
this book.
Beg For More - Complete Series Sep 27 2019 Here is the complete
‘Beg For More’ Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia
Jordan, written in her signature style of high passion and emotion.
Getting lessons from a Master has never been so naughty… Amy Spencer
has always taken care of others at the expense of her own happiness.
When she finally treats herself to some piano lessons with world-class
pianist Victor Carringham, she hopes to discover some hidden talent, but
instead finds much more than she bargained for. Victor’s controlling
nature and perfectionist tendencies extend far beyond his teaching. He
may be skilled at playing the piano, but he also knows how to play a
woman – to tease and taunt her with sensual pleasure, to make her moan
and sigh at his touch. But can Amy keep up with his demands and give
him what he so desperately craves? And when a secret from his past
threatens to come between them, can their newfound feelings for each
other survive? Only mature readers should download this book.
Sinful: A New York City Romance - Complete Series Nov 29 2019 It
would be the worst violation of the Best Friend Code of Ethics for Sam to
date her friend’s ex... wouldn’t it? Sam is torn - she knows she should
stay away from Michael, but he’s just too damn irresistible! Samantha
Morris is checking into the Grand Hyatt hotel in New York City when she
runs into the man who has had her pulse racing since college—Michael
Stone. Michael still has the same mouthwatering body, ridiculously sexy
smile, and outrageously confident personality, and once again, he is
pursuing Sam with a vengeance. But Sam is only too aware that Michael
dated her best friend back when they were in college. Sam agrees to only
one simple date, but quickly learns that things with Michael are never
simple, the man wants to devour her in frightening ways that she had
never even contemplated before.
Hard: A Motorcycle Club Romance - Complete Series Dec 23 2021
When Jake explains that he’s a dominant, and wants her to be his
submissive, Beth suddenly has doubts. Beth Reed hates office parties,
but her boss Paul Vincent has asked her to go and keep an eye on
things—particularly his son, Jake, who is visiting for the holidays. The
owner of a custom motorcycle shop, Jake has a bad reputation for being a
womanizer, and possibly a criminal, but Beth has always had a bit of a
crush on him. Wishing for a guy like Jake is dangerous, however, so she’s
always kept her distance. When Beth and Jake are caught under the
mistletoe and forced to kiss, her desire for the big, dark, tattooed biker
blazes hotter than ever. When later that night Jake shows up on her
doorstep asking for more, she can’t resist letting him in. His hungry
kisses soon lead to a white-hot bout of passion that arouses Beth so much
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it frightens her. She’s a nice girl, not a biker chick or a submissive. And if
his strait-laced father finds out she’s sleeping with his son she will
definitely lose her job. And when Jake unexpectedly makes a proposition,
she must decide if it’s worth the risk.
Undone: An Adult Romance - Complete Series Aug 19 2021 The shock
throws Gia’s whole world into turmoil – is this the worst thing that could
have happened? Or is it the answer to all her dreams? Gia loves her job
working as a paramedic. She loves the adrenalin rush and sense of
fulfillment that comes from saving lives, and has sacrificed almost
everything else in order to satisfy her addiction to her work. When Gia
finds herself at the end of a long shift doing CPR with a stranger, she
can’t deny the sparks that fly between them. What follows is the most
intensely animalistic and sensual encounter Gia has ever experienced.
His raw dominance is an immediate turn-on, and he takes her further
than she’s ever been before. But when she shows up to work the next
day, she discovers that her mysterious stranger is none other than David
Teller, the millionaire businessman who has just bought the hospital
where she works. The new reality throws Gia’s whole world into disarray
– but will this turn of events be exactly what she needs?
Broken - Complete Series Dec 11 2020 Anna is a freshly divorced poet
of moderate success. But thanks to her ex, she’s facing a huge stack of
bills, and she’s in over her head. She needs a job. The only offer she’s
gotten is to teach a poetry class over the summer. It won’t earn her much
money, and when she arrives for the first class, she learns that her
students are mostly older people looking for something to do. But when
Anthony— a strong, sexy man with dark hair and captivating eyes—walks
into the classroom, she feels an instant connection to him. His relaxed
manner and genuine honesty put her at ease, but the intensity lurking
underneath is what really draws her in. She knows it’s too soon after her
divorce, and she knows she should get her life in order before she
plunges herself into another relationship—but with a man like Anthony,
she’s finding it his fiery passion very hard to resist. This ebook contains
very hot and explicit descriptions of romantic activity. Only mature
readers should download this book.
Hardcore - Complete Series Jul 26 2019 Here is the complete ‘Hardcore’
Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written
in her signature style of high passion and emotion. Josslyn Turner is
more interested in living vicariously through the exploits of the police
officers she works for than fixing her own love life. There’s just
something about their stories of crime and adventure, something exciting
about their power that turns Joss on. Working late one night at the
station, Joss meets Vincent West, a local politician who is both handsome
and enigmatic. Her attraction to him is immediate and he seems to feel
the same way. They secretly become involved and new experiences soon
escalate to sexual surrender as Josslyn starts to realize that she’s been
hiding her true nature. But as much as Joss is excited by Vincent’s raw,
dominant sexuality… is she also a little afraid of handing over too much
control? Only mature readers should download this book.
Was ich sonst noch verpasst habe Aug 07 2020 Sie gilt als das
bestgehütete Geheimnis der amerikanischen Literatur. Lucia Berlin ist
die Wiederentdeckung des Jahres und wird verglichen mit Raymond
Carver, Richard Yates oder Grace Paley. Ihre Storys zeugen von einem
unsteten Leben voller Brüche. Es sind Frauen wie sie, deren Schicksal
sie festhält: alleinerziehende Mütter, Alkoholikerinnen auf Entzug,
Haushaltshilfen, Krankenschwestern und Sekretärinnen. Es geht um
Mütter und Töchter, scheiternde Ehen und schwangere Mädchen, um
Immigranten, Reichtum und Armut, um Einsamkeit, Liebe und Gewalt.
Die Orte des Geschehens sind Waschsalons, Cafés und Restaurants,
Krankenhäuser und Arztpraxen. Hier entsteht das Unerwartete, hier
zeigen sich die kleinen Wunder des Lebens, entwickeln sich Tragödien,
denen Lucia Berlin mal mit feinem Humor, mal voller Melancholie, aber
stets mit ergreifender Empathie auf den Grund geht.
Obey: Business Adult Romance - Complete Series Jan 12 2021 Is
Emily ready to submit to him and her own urges? Emily’s job is to find
out what businesses are doing wrong, and tell them how to do it
better—but at BruCom everything is perfect…including its irresistibly
handsome owner, Mark Brume. With his immaculately tailored physical
presentation and intensely blue eyes, Mark draws Emily to him like a
moth to a flame—but he leaves her feeling unsure. She can’t tell whether
he is being professionally courteous, or something more flirtatious…that
is, until he invites her to an awards ceremony where he makes his
intentions perfectly clear. That one night will change everything Emily
thought she knew about being with a controlling, dominating, and drop
dead sexy businessman. The question is, is Emily ready to give in and
surrender to her own urges?
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Blush - Complete Series Apr 14 2021 “A woman may tempt the eye in
public, but a man tames a women’s fierce beauty in private…” Samantha
Kegan dreams of someday being a fashion designer, but for now she has
her hands full working as a secretary for Claire Mangel, the tough
headed senior editor of NuTrend magazine. So when one of the models
gets sick and is unable to attend the season’s biggest fashion show, her
demanding boss orders Samantha to replace her and walk the runway as
"Blaze", an order Samantha dares not refuse. She manages to pull off the
masquerade by putting on a naughty, sexy persona as Blaze, catching the
eye of famous French Designer – Jean-Pierre Chasseur. For nearly a year
Jean-Pierre Chasseur has been looking for the right model to serve as the
muse and public face of his "Fierce Beauty" bondage-themed fashion
line. When he sees the glorious Blaze walk down the runway, her ripe
curves and saucy moves convinces him she's the one. But unbeknownst
to Samantha, modelling isn’t the only thing the designer wants from her.
What happens when she discovers his hidden desires lurking under the
surface? Will she submit to the demands of her new boss in every way he
requires? Only mature readers should download this book.
Chosen - Complete Series Apr 26 2022 “Just one kiss had blown his plans
to hell – now the seducer finds himself seduced” Taryn and Karyn are
identical twins, but complete opposites in personality. Taryn is strong
and independent, with no job or relationship, while Karyn is shy,
sensitive, and completely devoted to her boss and boyfriend, Stefano
DeMitri. However, Stefano’s brother Giovanni thinks Karyn is only after
his family’s wealth and will do whatever it takes to protect his brother
from harm. He plans to prove Karyn is only out to get the DeMitri fortune
by seducing her while Stefano’s away on business. Unbeknownst to
Giovanni, Taryn has agreed to take Karyn’s place as Giovanni’s assistant,
and save her sister from his bullying tactics. But when lust and romance
are involved, identity switches rarely stay simple. Soon Taryn finds
herself lured by Giovanni’s devilish good looks and powerful masculinity,
and is unwittingly caught up in his seductive plot to destroy her sister – a
plot that quickly turns on its head, as her seducer finds himself seduced.
Only mature readers should download this book.
Filthy - Complete Series Jul 18 2021 Here, presented in one volume,
are the four stories that comprise the ‘Filthy’ Series, a seriously hot and
provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written in her signature style of
high passion and emotion. Gabriel remembered how good she’d felt in
his arms when they’d been lovers. The feel of her wildly beating pulse,
her scent, her warmth. He’d left his mark on her slender throat more
than once. Though he smiled and made small talk, his attention remained
with the woman he’d never expected to see again. Angie is now a cop,
and the bad boy is back to change her life forever. Only mature readers
should download this book.
Banged - Complete Series May 28 2022 Landree Spencer’s sheltered
existence is about to come to an end. A mysterious stranger has made his
attraction, and his intentions, known. Although she’s terrified of getting
hurt again, she can’t deny his words intrigue and entice her. When she
finds out her secret admirer is none other than her co-worker Zane, she
knows she should put an end to it, but she can’t push him away. But
when she finds out that he’s overheard a private conversation between
her and her sister that set him on his path to wooing her, she feels
betrayed. Can she find a way to believe that he's for real?
Emma of Aurora Sep 07 2020 The Change and Cherish trilogy, based
on the true story of Emma Wagner Giesy, now available in one volume: A
Clearing in the Wild When Emma’s outspoken ways and growing
skepticism lead to a clash with the 1850s Bethel, Missouri colony’s
beloved leader, she finds new opportunities to pursue her dreams of
independence. But as she clears a pathway West to her truest and
deepest self, she discovers something she never expected: a yearning for
the warm embrace of community. A Tendering in the Storm Determined
to raise her children on her own terms, Emma suddenly finds herself
alone and pregnant with her third child, struggling to keep her family
secure in the remote coastal forest of the Washington Territory. As
clouds of despair close in, she must decide whether to continue in her
own waning strength or to humble herself and accept help from the very
people she once so eagerly left behind. A Mending at the Edge As a
mother, daughter, sister, and estranged wife, Emma struggles to find her
place inside—and outside—the confines of her religious community.
Emma reaches out to others on the fringe, searching for healing and
purpose. By blending her unique talents with service to others, she
creates renewed hope as she weaves together the threads of family,
friends, and faith.
Delicate - Complete Series May 04 2020 Here is the complete
‘Delicate’ Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia
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Jordan, written in her signature style of high passion and emotion.
Wealthy hotelier Liam Marshall has been attracted to Paige Irving ever
since the first time he saw her and tasted her delicious food, but the chef
is such a quiet, reserved woman. He suspects that she feels the same
deep physical attraction that he does, but he can't be sure if she can
handle the needs of his lustful appetite. When Paige is called to cook
exclusively for him in his palatial apartment they become stranded
together during a blackout and Paige soon reveals the sensual woman
behind her cool façade has a need to submit to his command. Alone with
Paige in the dark, Liam discovers that the lovely chef responds
beautifully to his sensual control. Has he finally found the perfect lover
to satisfy all his needs? Only mature readers should download this book.
Seduce Me - Complete Series May 16 2021 Here, presented in one
volume, are the four stories that comprise the ‘Seduce Me’ Series, a
seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written in her
signature style of high passion and emotion. An accident and a twist of
fate leaves Sarah in the arms of a man she knows is trouble… is it the
right time in her life for some sexy danger? After a car accident with the
man who will be renovating her new house, Sarah Montgomery meets
the disarmingly handsome and mysterious Jackson Nichols. Instantly
aware of the intense chemistry between them, Sarah finds it harder and
harder to resist the urges Jackson arouses within her and soon finds
herself giving into temptation. But what she discovers about Jackson's
dark desires is more than she bargained for... Will she let her heart
submit to his commanding needs? Or will Sarah’s body make the decision
for her? This ebook contains very hot and explicit descriptions of
romantic activity. Only mature readers should download this book.
Death Knell Jul 30 2022 A blind detective separates fact from fiction to
save an innocent writer in this mystery by the author of Blind Man’s
Bluff. Following the loss of his sight in World War I, ex–intelligence
officer Capt. Duncan Maclain honed his other senses and became one of
the most successful and well-known private investigators in New York
City . . . Acclaimed novelist Larmar Jordan and his wife, Lucia, are
throwing a cocktail party in their luxury Fifth Avenue apartment. Among
the guests are their friend Sybella Ford and her fiancé, Duncan Maclain.
Everyone is in high spirits until the arrival of Larmar’s mistress, Troy
Singleton. Maclain may be unable to see, but even he can tell that
certain partygoers are far from pleased by her presence. However, the
real drama unfolds when Troy returns the following day—only to wind up
dead on the terrace. The police are certain Larmar pulled the trigger. He
was the only person home at the time, and the murder weapon came
from his extensive gun collection—but he didn’t do it. At Lucia’s request,
Maclain takes the case. Now, the sightless sleuth must quickly unravel
this twisted tale of murder, before the judge throws the book at Larmar .
. . Baynard Kendrick was the first American to enlist in the Canadian
Army during World War I. While in London, he met a blind English
soldier whose observational skills inspired the character of Capt. Duncan
Maclain. Kendrick was also a founding member of the Mystery Writers of
America and winner of the organization’s Grand Master Award.
Torn - Complete Series Nov 09 2020 James Stovall has already
achieved success, but now, at the peak of his career, he feels uninspired,
trapped, and wonders what it’s all been for. When Monica arrives on the
first day of work as his teaching assistant, he realizes she just may be the
muse he’s needed: the perfect antidote to his troubles and one he’ll do
anything to keep under his control. Monica has always been in control of
her life and determined to achieve success on her own terms; but, as she
learns, sometimes the greatest satisfactions in life come from giving up
control, to a powerful man with a mysterious past who you barely know…
This ebook contains very hot and explicit descriptions of romantic
activity. Only mature readers should download this book.
Bad Boy - Complete Series Jun 24 2019 Here is the complete ‘Bad Boy’
Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written
in her signature style of high passion and emotion. Megan has worked
hard to make a life for herself in the competitive, male-dominated biker
world. Although she sees plenty of bad boys come rolling through the
doors of her shop, she fiercely follows her rule to never again date a
customer. The last thing she needed was another bad boy to ride in on a
motorcycle and lay waste to her heart and life… But Greg Holmes is not
your typical biker. A sinfully gorgeous lawyer with a love of fast bikes
and custom chrome – he’s a bad boy, no doubt about it. And unknown to
Megan, this bad boy also enjoys indulging in vices of a more intimate
nature. Megan is determined not to break her hard and fast no-date rule,
not even for Greg. But he is determined to seduce her. Just what Megan
didn’t need, but everything she wanted. It doesn’t take long for things to
get racy… Only mature readers should download this book.
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Whispers - Complete Series Jun 16 2021 Here, presented in one volume,
are the four stories that comprise the ‘Whispers’ Series, a seriously hot
and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written in her signature style
of high passion and emotion. The first email, signed Master, sent her
desires spiraling out of control… Victoria hasn’t even seen his face, yet
dreams of the sultry kisses he promises. She doesn’t even know what he
sounds like, but can almost hear him whispering commands in her ear.
His typed words are alive in her body, and she can't tolerate the torment
anymore. Just like he asked, she wants to be tied up helplessly. Just like
he asked, she wants to kneel at his feet and present to him reverently.
She isn’t scared of his dark fantasies, but there’s one thing that makes
her throat dry up with apprehension – that he might not be a stranger at
all. Only mature readers should download this book.
Break Me - Complete Series Aug 31 2022 Detective Jane Anthony has
been a good cop in Tempe, Arizona, for over ten years. But after a
tragedy occurs on her watch, her status within the department quickly
changes, and she becomes the target of much criticism among her peers.
With no better choice, Jane decides to leave Arizona and embark on a
new life in Seneca, New York, where she’ll try her hand at being a
detective again. She knew that the transition would be difficult, but what
she never expected were her two new, wildly handsome neighbors. Ray
and Gage are both incredibly attractive, but each in his own way. Gage is
retired Navy, with the sharp, well-kept frame to support it, while Ray is a
nature photographer, with a long, lean body and blond curls. Jane is
instantly interested in both of them, and they take to her, welcoming her
to the neighborhood with a couple of beers on the patio. With her first
day of work still a weekend away, Jane begins adjusting to her new home
by getting friendly with Ray and Gage. But will this small town prove to
be the escape she needs from her past life? Will she manage to ruin her
new life out of a careless longing for companionship? And with both of
these man vying for her, how will she choose which is right for her?
Die Sammlerin der verlorenen Wörter Mar 02 2020 Oxford, Ende des
19. Jahrhunderts. Esme wächst in einer Welt der Wörter auf. Unter dem
Schreibtisch ihres Vaters, der als Lexikograph am ersten Oxford English
Dictionary arbeitet, liest sie neugierig heruntergefallene Papiere auf.
Nach und nach erkennt sie, was die männlichen Gelehrten oft achtlos
verwerfen und nicht in das Wörterbuch aufnehmen: Es sind allesamt
Begriffe, die Frauen betreffen. Entschlossen legt Esme ihre eigene
Sammlung an, will die Wörter festhalten, die fern der Universität
wirklich gesprochen werden. Sie stürzt sich ins Leben, findet
Verbündete, entdeckt die Liebe und beginnt für die Rechte der Frauen zu
kämpfen. »Eine wunderschöne Erkundung der Geschichte und der Macht
der Sprache. Dieser subversive Roman verwebt stimmungsvoll Liebe,
Verlust und Literatur – für alle, die Wörter lieben und feiern.« Reese
Witherspoon
Fever Nov 21 2021 Little does Selena know this man may not be as
mysterious as she first thought. As her fantasies become reality, the
price of pleasure is complete submission... Darius Gaspari has always
been out of reach. Selena knows she doesn’t have a chance with a man
as gorgeous and charismatic as her co-worker. Watching him from afar
and fantasizing about what could never be is the most she could do to
satisfy her longing. That is until a new neighbor moves next door and
neglects to put curtains in his bathroom window. Selena doesn’t mean to
peek but can’t stop herself – just the sight of the mystery man’s muscled
physique in the shower has her aching with lust. Although she knows it’s
wrong, she just can’t stop herself enjoying the show he puts on everyday.
And when he finally confronts her after getting caught, what is revealed
about him will turn Selena’s world upside down.
I Need You - Complete Series Oct 28 2019 What happens when an
Angel meets a devilishly handsome police officer? Passions erupt,
personalities clash and tempers flare and in an explosive new series by
Lucia Jordan. Angelica Dupree has not had what people would call an
easy life. As a baby, she was abandoned on the front steps of a fire
station. She was then placed into the foster system and bounced around
from one home to another. When she was sixteen, she was placed in a
group home. She’s never known what it was like to be loved and at a very
young age, she developed a tough shell. With a fiery temper and a razor
sharp tongue, Angel has always had a hard time keeping her sarcasm in
check. After aging out—at eighteen—she was on her own, and like most
misguided youth, she fell into the wrong crowd. Now, thirteen years
later, her life is finally on track. The ghosts from her past are chasing
her. Her luck goes from bad to worse when a mishap lands her directly in
the line of Jordan Ary, a smug, arrogant and devilishly handsome cop
that pushes her patience to the limit. However, there is more to Officer
Ary that meets the eye and she finds the more she tries to push him
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away, the harder he comes.
Let Me Touch: An Unexpected Adult Romance - Complete Series
Jul 06 2020 What will happen when Chardonnay and Stephan realize that
the details behind their blind date aren’t exactly what they seemed to be?
When Chardonnay Selby arrives at the hotel, she immediately spots two
men holding white roses—the object that her work friend Cecily told her
would distinguish her blind-date from everyone else. She assumes that
her guy is the one who’s dressed more casually, in jeans and sport coat,
but she soon realizes her man is the complete opposite, dressed in a finetailored suit, waiting with the air of confidence of the man who owns the
place. His name is Stephan Hale, and though he doesn’t own the hotel,
Chardonnay quickly learns that he’s in complete control of everything.
Stephan begins to explore the object he’s admiring all night long, and he
decides to take her to a botanical garden where he’s sure they’ll have
privacy. But will Chardonnay put a stop to the evening before things
even really get going? Will she allow herself to submit to Stephan and his
dominant touch in the way her body is telling her to?
Smokin' Hot - Complete Series Jun 04 2020 It all started as a joke, but
Mindy was sizzling with excitement when she and her friend Karen
pushed back the dark curtains. The orgy was everything – she hadn’t
expected. A kaleidoscope of sexual situations of varying size and gender
combinations. She’d always been fascinated by the idea of public sex –
watching more than indulging really – but this isn't what she had in
mind. Until she runs into a handsome stranger who is as out of place as
she is. Except where she is naïve and vanilla, he is somehow too wild for
all the madness surrounding them. The cover of anonymity fuels her to
join him in madness. It’s not public, not tacky, but she may have just
entered a world she is not equipped to leave. Christopher King has never
seen a more innocent face in the midst of such crude sexual energy. And
he offers Mindy a chance to change the worst night of her life into her
best – only if she agrees to be blindfolded and bound.
Limitless - Complete Series Oct 21 2021 The day Keri Ann Williams
graduated high school was the day she lit out of Raven’s Bend like the
hounds of hell were on her heels, and as far as she was concerned, they
were. Fifteen years is a long time to be away from where you grew up,
but in Keri’s case, it wasn’t long enough. Now, she must make the
journey back to her hometown to deal with her father’s estate and put
old ghosts to rest once and for all. Her plan of attack; get in, get done,
and get the hell out. Maybe if she kept her head down, no one would
notice her. It was a good plan until she ran into them, Jase Tyler and
Courtland Shaw. The source of her teenage torment—one of them more
than the other. Only now, they were different. There is something about
them that was pulling her in. She wanted to refuse them but found it
hard to resist Court’s dazzling charm and Jase’s brooding, darkness. Will
the pain from the past be enough to keep her away or will the wicked
temptation blaze her a path directly back into hell?
Deviant - Complete Collection Apr 02 2020 Here, presented in one
volume, are the four stories that comprise the ‘Deviant’ Series, a
seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written in her
signature style of high passion with searing depictions of sex and
emotion. When Angela Jacobson takes up a job as personal assistant to
one of the youngest and best lawyers in town, she gets much more than
she bargained for. Her new boss, Tanner Jacobson, is a savage lawyer,
unbelievably good looking, and he’s offering to take Angela on as his
protégé. Will Angela be able to handle all the pressures of her new job?
Her boss is terrifying, aggressive, and sexy as hell. And what will Tanner
think of his new protégée Angela? As late nights working together offer
sinful temptation, will Tanner be able to limit his guidance to the legal
sphere? Or will his mastery of her extend to the bedroom, where carnal
pleasures await? This e-book contains very hot and explicit descriptions
of romantic activity. Only mature readers should download this book.
Resist Me Nov 02 2022 Is this the chance for Cheyanne to make up for
the mistake she made back in college? And will she be brave enough to
submit to Brett this time? In college Cheyanne had a choice between
dating either Mark or Brett, one a popular football player, the other
mysterious, intimidating and aloof. In the end she chose Mark only to
discover she would waste years of her life by the time she caught Mark
cheating on her. Finally, she’s gotten her life back on track and finds
herself walking into the law internship of her dreams. But when she
realizes the owner of this prestigious law firm, the man who is now her
boss, is that same Brett from college, all the familiar feelings of
attraction mixed with intimidation return. Brett is more formidable than
ever, and just as mysterious and sexy as he was all those years ago. And
when his deep desires are revealed to her, she finally understands the
nervous tension he'd always manage to arouse in her.
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suggests that they try something else, something adventurous. He wants
to know whether she’d be up for spicing their bedroom sessions up a
little bit. Samantha agrees to think about, but before long she finds
herself agreeing to do things she’d never expected. Noah proposes a
weeklong trip up the West Coast to give their new arrangement a shot.
But what kind of bedroom games does Noah have on his mind? Will
Samantha find herself out of her element, buried in a brand of passion
she never believed was real? And what will happen when Noah begins to
take a dominant stand?

Dare Me - Complete Series Oct 01 2022 How does a professional
quarterback superstar score a touchdown with a woman he doesn’t have
time to pursue? He sends his twin brother to stand in for him until the
season is over. In the process, he is shown a world of opportunities as his
brother takes him play-by-play and makes him long for the one woman he
wants, but fears he’ll never have.
Take Your Pleasure - Complete Series Feb 22 2022 Attorney Samantha
James has a habit of playing it safe. And after a hard divorce, her new
lover, Noah wasn’t exciting enough. Before they call it quits, Noah
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